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比毛氏气水火爪父戈片
比
bǐ
compare
radical #: 81  strokes: 4
máo
fur, hair

radical #: 82  strokes: 4
氏

shì
clan

radical #: 83  strokes: 4
气

qì
steam, breath

radical #: 84  strokes: 4
水

shuǐ
water

radical #: 85
strokes: 4
火

huǒ
fire

radical #: 86
strokes: 4
爪
zhǎo
claw
radical #: 87 strokes: 4
父

fù
father

radical #: 88  strokes: 4
交

yáo
lines on a trigram

radical #: 89  strokes: 4
qiáng
half of a tree trunk

radical #: 90  strokes: 4